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Kaon pair production in proton-nucleus collisions at 2.83 GeV kinetic energy
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The production of non-φK + K − pairs by protons at 2.83 GeV kinetic energy on C, Cu, Ag, and Au targets
has been investigated by using the COSY-ANKE magnetic spectrometer. The K − momentum dependence of
the differential cross section has been measured for laboratory polar angles θK ±  12◦ over the 0.2–0.9 GeV/c
range. The comparison of the data with detailed model calculations indicates an attractive K − -nucleus potential
of about −60 MeV at normal nuclear matter density at a mean momentum of 0.5 GeV/c. However, this approach
has difficulty in reproducing the smallness of the observed cross sections at low-K − momenta.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The study of kaon and antikaon properties in a strongly
interacting environment has been a very active research field
over the last two decades (see, e.g., Refs. [1–3]), especially in
connection with questions of the partial restoration of chiral
symmetry in hot or dense nuclear matter and of the existence
of a K − condensate in neutron stars.
It is reasonably well established [1–3] that the K + meson
feels a moderately repulsive nuclear potential of about 20–
30 MeV at normal nuclear matter density, ρ0 = 0.16 fm−3 . In
contrast, the properties of the K − meson in nuclear matter
are still the subject of very intense debate. This is due to the
complicated dynamics of antikaons inside nuclei, which lead
to modifications of their in-medium properties. These require
complex self-consistent coupled-channel calculations, with the
inclusion of complete sets of pseudoscalar meson and baryon
octets. Such calculations, based on chiral Lagrangians [4–10]
or on meson-exchange potentials [11,12], predict relatively
shallow low-energy K − -nucleus potentials with central depths
of the order of −50 to −80 MeV. On the other hand, fits to
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the K − atomic data [13,14], in terms of phenomenological
density-dependent optical potentials or relativistic mean-field
calculations [15], lead to much stronger potentials with depths
of about −200 MeV at density ρ0 . This is in line with the results
obtained in one experiment [16,17] but is in conflict with
the self-consistent approaches mentioned above. However, it
should be noted that the antikaonic-atom data probe the surface
of the nucleus and thus do not provide strong constraints on
the K − -nucleus potential at normal nuclear matter density.
Motivated by the idea that a very strong antikaon-nucleon
potential could lead to deeply bound kaonic states [18,19],
many experiments [20–31] have been performed to search for
them. Some experiments claim positive signals [20–25,31]
while others do not [26–30]. The Valencia theory group has
argued that, at present, there is no firm experimental evidence
for either the existence of deeply bound kaonic states or for a
strong antikaon-nucleus potential [32–35].
Information about in-medium properties of antikaons can
be deduced also from the study of their production in both
heavy-ion and proton-nucleus collisions at incident energies
near or below the free nucleon-nucleon threshold (2.5 GeV).
This can be understood within a scenario where a reduction of
the K − mass inside the nucleus would lead to an enhancement
of the K − yield in these collisions, due to in-medium shifts
of the elementary production thresholds to lower energies.
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However, it was shown [1,3] that the existence of a K −
condensate is not compatible with the available heavy-ion data.
The KaoS data [36] on the ratio of K − and K + inclusive
momentum spectra from reactions p + A → K ± + X with
A = C and Au at laboratory angles from 36◦ to 60◦ and beam
energy of 2.5 GeV have been analyzed within the Boltzmann–
Uehling–Uhlenbeck (BUU) transport model [36]. These calculations have shown that the data are consistent with an
in-medium K − A potential of the order of −80 MeV at normal
nuclear density. This is in agreement with an antikaon attraction of −110 ± 10 MeV extracted from heavy-ion data [37,38].
There were measurements at the Institute for Theoretical
and Experimental Physics (ITEP) accelerator of inclusive
antikaon momentum distributions from 0.6 to 1.3 GeV/c at
a laboratory angle of 10.5◦ in pBe and pCu interactions at
2.25 and 2.4 GeV beam energies [39,40]. The K − excitation
functions in these interactions were also determined for a K −
momentum of 1.28 GeV/c at bombarding energies <3 GeV.
A reasonable description of these data was achieved in the
framework of a folding model, based on the target nucleon
momentum distribution and on free elementary cross sections,
assuming vacuum K + and K − masses [39,40]. A K − potential
of about −28 MeV at density ρ0 at a momentum of 800 MeV/c
has been extracted [41] from data on elastic K − A scattering
within Glauber theory.
Given the diverse results, one must admit that the situation
with regards to the antikaon-nucleus optical potential is still
very unclear. To make progress in understanding the strength
of the K − interaction in the nuclear medium, it is necessary to
carry out detailed measurements with tagged low-momentum
K − mesons. These must not stem from φ decays so that
they bring “genuine” information about this strength. Such
measurements were recently performed by the Apparatus for
Studies of Nucleon and Kaon Ejectiles (ANKE) Collaboration
at the Cooler Synchrotron (COSY) of the Forschungszentrum
Jülich, where the production of K + K − pairs with invariant
masses corresponding to both the φ and non-φ regions was
studied in proton collisions with C, Cu, Ag, and Au targets at an
incident beam energy of 2.83 GeV [42,43]. These data allowed
the momentum dependence of the φ nuclear transparency
ratio, the in-medium φ meson width, and the differential cross
section for its production at forward angles to be determined
for these targets over the φ momentum range of 0.6–1.6 GeV/c
[42,43].
An analysis is here presented of the data from the non-φ
region of invariant masses, where differential cross sections
for K + K − pair production on the four targets were obtained
as functions of the K − laboratory momentum. Results of
this analysis are compared with model calculations, based
on the nuclear spectral function for incoherent primary
proton-nucleon and secondary pion-nucleon K + K − creation
processes within different scenarios for the K − nuclear
potential [44].
II. EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS

The experiment was performed at the COSY [45] by using
the ANKE magnetic spectrometer [46,47] that is located at an
internal target station of the storage ring. ANKE contains three
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FIG. 1. Time-of-flight difference between the stop counters in the
negative and positive detection systems for the carbon target. The left
and right peaks contain the K + π − and K + K − events, respectively.

dipole magnets; D1 and D3 divert the circulating beam onto
the target and back into the COSY ring, respectively, while
D2 is the analyzing magnet. A series of thin and narrow C,
Cu, Ag, and Au targets was inserted in a circulating beam of
2.83 GeV protons in front of the main spectrometer magnet D2.
The ANKE spectrometer has detection systems placed to the
right and left of the beam to register positively and negatively
charged ejectiles which, in the case of nonresonant kaon pair
production, are the K + and K − . Although only used here for
efficiency studies, forward-going charged particles could also
be measured in coincidence.
The positively charged kaons were first selected by using
a dedicated detection system that can identify a K + against
a pion and/or proton background that is 105 times more
intense [48–50]. The K − mesons in correlation with the K +
were subsequently identified from the time-of-flight difference
between stop counters in the negative and positive detection
systems. Figure 1 shows a distribution of such overall time
differences between the negative and positive stop counters for
the carbon target after correcting for the time delays among
different counters, using information derived from the particle
momenta [47,49,50].
The peak around zero corresponds to K + K − pairs and this
sits on a small background of misidentified particles. The large
peak at negative time differences stems from negative pions,
which are faster than the K − mesons but are still in coincidence
with the K + mesons registered in the positive detector. A 3σ
cut around the right peak was made to select the K + K − events.
This part of the spectrum is also used to estimate the residual
background for the kaon pairs. The background for the heavier
targets of Cu, Ag, and Au is noticeably smaller than that for C.
The resulting invariant mass spectrum of the selected
K + K − pairs for C is given in Fig. 2. One can see that
there is a strong φ signal that sits on a broad distribution
of non-φ kaon pair production. The invariant mass spectra
for Cu, Ag, and Au look similar to that for C [42,43,50].
To separate the nonresonant kaon pair production events from
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targets. The cross section was then evaluated from

×103
1.5

d 2 σpA→K + K − X
1
=
(dp d)K + (dp d)K −
(pK + K + )(pK − K − )

C

×
1

1

1.02

(1)

where pK + = 0.4 GeV/c, K ± = 2π (1 − cos 12◦ ) and
LA
int is the integrated luminosity for target A.
In order to estimate the average efficiency for K + K − identification  K + K − , the detection efficiency was first evaluated
for each nucleus and each K − momentum bin. For this purpose
the number of K + K − pairs detected relative to that determined
from fitting the K + K − efficiency-corrected absolute time-offlight distributions was calculated on an event-by-event basis.
These efficiencies were then averaged over the target nuclei
for each momentum bin. The root-mean-square deviations of
the individual efficiencies from the  K + K −  mean were about
5%, which is consistent with the statistical precision.
The overall efficiency was estimated for each event as the
product of the individual efficiencies:
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FIG. 2. Invariant mass (IM) distribution for K + K − pairs produced in p-C collisions at 2.83 GeV beam energy. The vertical line
indicates the cut IM  1.005 GeV/c2 used for the separation of the
non-φ and φ-rich regions.

K+K−

=

(2)

tel tr acc .

The track reconstruction efficiency of K + K − pairs tr was
determined from the experimental data. The correction for
kaon decay in flight and acceptance, acc , was estimated as
a function of the laboratory momenta and polar angles of
kaons, by using simulations. The range-telescope efficiency
+
tel was extracted from calibration data on K p coincidences.
A
The integrated luminosity Lint was calculated by using the
measured flux of π + mesons with momenta ≈500 MeV/c
produced at small laboratory angles [51].
The statistical uncertainties were about 7% for each momentum bin and nucleus. The overall systematic uncertainties
were typically 14%, rising to 16% for the first and last momentum bins. The main sources of the systematic effects are related
to the simulation of acceptance corrections acc (5%–10%), the
determination of the range-telescope efficiency tel (10%), and
the estimation of the integrated luminosity LA
int (8%).
The measured double-differential cross sections for nonresonant K + K − pair production are given in Table I for the

those arising from the decay of the strong φ resonance, a cut on
the invariant mass of the K + K − pairs, IM  1.005 GeV/c2 ,
was applied in the subsequent analysis. The initial proton
kinetic energy of 2.83 GeV corresponds to an excess energy
of 108 MeV above the threshold for kaon pair creation in
proton-nucleon collisions. The accessible ranges of the K + and
K − meson momenta were 0.2 GeV/c  pK +  0.6 GeV/c
and 0.2 GeV/c  pK −  0.9 GeV/c, respectively. The polar
production angle was restricted to 12◦ for both positively and
negatively charged kaons.
In order to evaluate the double-differential cross section for
nonresonant (IM  1.005 GeV/c2 ) K + K − production in pA
collisions, the K − momentum range was divided into six bins.
The numbers NKA+ K − of kaon pairs with the K − in a momentum
bin of width pK − and solid angle K − in coincidence with
a K + meson with momentum 0.2 GeV/c  pK +  0.6 GeV/c
and detected in solid angle K + were determined for the four

TABLE I. The measured double-differential cross sections d 2 σpA→K + K − X /(dp d)K + (dp d)K − [in μb/(GeV/c)2 sr2 ] of Eq. (1) for
nonresonant K + K − production in the interaction of 2.83 GeV protons with C, Cu, Ag, and Au target nuclei. The data, which are averaged
over small kaon angles, θK ±  12◦ , and over K + momenta in the range 200  pK +  600 MeV/c, are presented in bins of K − momenta. The
first errors are statistical and the second systematic, which are associated with the background subtraction and include the uncertainty in the
average detection efficiency K + K − . There are in addition overall systematic uncertainties that are discussed in the text. The last line shows
the cross sections [in μb/(GeV/c)sr2 ] integrated over the total measured K − momentum range. The related uncertainties are compounds of the
statistical and systematic errors.
pK − [MeV/c]
200–350
350–450
450–550
550–650
650–750
750–900
200–900

C
2.7
8.1
12.7
11.9
6.6
2.5
4.7

±
±
±
±
±
±
±

0.2 ± 0.4
0.5 ± 0.8
0.6 ± 0.8
0.6 ± 0.8
0.5 ± 0.4
0.3 ± 0.6
0.2

Cu
6.2
18.6
27.8
19.3
12.3
3.4
9.5

±
±
±
±
±
±
±

0.6 ± 0.8
1.2 ± 1.7
1.6 ± 1.6
1.4 ± 1.3
1.2 ± 0.8
0.7 ± 0.8
0.5
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Ag
6.5
26.2
32.2
29.7
13.5
4.4
11.8

±
±
±
±
±
±
±

0.8 ± 0.7
1.8 ± 2.4
2.2 ± 1.9
2.1 ± 2.1
1.6 ± 0.6
1.0 ± 1.2
0.6

Au
11.7
33.1
41.7
30.5
18.4
6.3
15.1

±
±
±
±
±
±
±

1.1 ± 1.2
2.2 ± 3.1
2.8 ± 2.4
2.6 ± 2.2
2.1 ± 2.7
1.4 ± 1.7
0.8
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four targets. The overall systematic uncertainties of these cross
sections have not been included.
III. ANALYSIS OF DATA
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Figure 3 shows the measured double-differential cross
sections for K + K − production off C, Cu, Ag, and Au
targets compared to calculations within the collision model
based on the nuclear spectral function for incoherent primary
proton-nucleon and secondary pion-nucleon pair-creation
processes [44]. The model includes initial proton and final
kaon absorption, using the free pN and KN cross sections,
target nucleon binding, and Fermi motion, as well as nuclear
mean-field-potential effects. The calculations, which take into
account the ANKE acceptance, were performed assuming four
options for the K − nuclear potential depth U at nuclear matter
density ρ0 = 0.16 fm−3 , viz. U = 0 MeV, U = −60 MeV,
U = −126 MeV, and U = −180 MeV.
It is seen from the figure that, in general, the calculated
cross sections for K − potential depths U = −60, −126, and
−180 MeV follow the data for all target nuclei for laboratory
antikaon momenta above about 0.4 GeV/c; the data exclude
the possibility of weak nuclear antikaon mass shifts. The measured double-differential cross sections on light C and medium
Cu targets are better reproduced at these momenta by the
model calculations with a stronger K − potential. For heavy Ag

and Au nuclei the comparison of data and calculations favors
the weaker antikaon potential. On the other hand, the data
at lower antikaon momenta are reproduced reasonably well
with almost no K − potential and are overestimated by all the
calculation with a nonzero antikaon potential. This suggests
that the model misses some peculiarities of the absorption of
low-momentum K − mesons and/or their production in nuclear
matter.
In the following analysis of the data, aiming at the
determination of the real part of the antikaon nuclear potential
at saturation density, we make use of the cross sections
integrated over the measured K − momentum interval, i.e.,
on the last line of Table 1, rather than on the differential ones
shown in Fig. 3. Due to the increased number of counts, this
approach has the advantage of decreasing significantly the
statistical uncertainties to less than about 3%. In addition, the
errors associated with the background substraction decrease
to about 4%. This approach also leads to a decrease of
the overall systematic uncertainties. Evidently, the antikaon
potential depth extracted in this way will correspond to an
average K − momentum of about 0.5 GeV/c, in the vicinity
of which the main strength of the measured distributions is
concentrated. The target mass dependence of the integrated
cross sections follows the power low Aα with the exponent
αK + K − = 0.42 ± 0.02, which is less than αφ = 0.56 ± 0.03
for the φ mesons [42].
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Double-differential cross sections for the production of nonresonant K + K − pairs in the ANKE acceptance in the
collisions of 2.83 GeV protons with (a) C, (b) Cu, (c) Ag, and (d) Au targets as functions of the K − laboratory momentum. The experimental
data, which are taken from from Table I, are averaged over small kaon angles, θK ±  12◦ , and over K + momenta in the range 200  pK + 
600 MeV/c. The curves represent, from the bottom to top, model calculations [44] for K − potential depths U = 0 MeV (long dashed),
−60 MeV (dot long dashed), −126 MeV (short dashed), and −180 MeV (dot short dashed), respectively. The solid lines are simple spline
functions through the experimental data points.
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Ratio of the measured integrated cross
section for nonresonant K + K − pair production on a given nucleus A
to the corresponding cross sections, calculated within the adopted
model and supposing four values for the K − potential depth at
nuclear matter density: U = 0 MeV, −60 MeV, −126 MeV, and
−180 MeV. The curve represents a third-order polynomial fit of all
ratios presented in the figure, with the shaded band indicating the 1σ
confidence interval. The pair of vertical dotted lines corresponds to
the regions where the ratio is unity within the errors given by the
third-order fit. The color code is identical to that shown explicitly
in Fig. 3.

To determine the K − nuclear potential, we consider the ratio
of the measured integrated cross section for the nonresonant
K + K − pair production on a given nucleus A, as presented in
the last line of Table 1, to the corresponding cross sections
calculated within the model for different potential strengths.
The values of σexp /σcal (U ) are shown in Fig. 4 for U = 0 MeV,
U = −60 MeV, U = −126 MeV, and U = −180 MeV. Also
shown is a third-order polynomial fit to the complete data set
of ratios.
It is seen from the figure that the condition that σexp /σcal = 1
is achieved if U = −(63+15
−12 ) MeV. However, this estimate
does not include the overall systematic uncertainty in the data.
The calculations have therefore been repeated with the cross
sections increased or decreased by a 13% uncertainty. This
leads to the much-expanded error band of U = −(63+50
−31 ) MeV.
The width of this band could only be reduced by controlling
better the systematic uncertainties in the values of the cross
sections.
Within the uncertainties quoted, the value obtained for the
potential depth is consistent with the moderate K − -nucleus
potential of the order of −50 to −80 MeV that is predicted by
calculations based on chiral Lagrangians [4–10] or on mesonexchange potentials [11,12]. It also agrees with the potential
of the order of −80 MeV at normal nuclear density extracted
from KaoS pA data [36], as well as with a lower potential of
about −28 MeV at saturation density extracted at an antikaon
momentum of 800 MeV/c [41]. However, it is hard to reconcile
our value with the deep potential of order −200 MeV claimed

FIG. 5. (Color online) Ratios of the measured and calculated
double-differential cross sections for nonresonant K + K − pair production off (a) Au, (b) Ag, and (c) Cu targets presented in Fig. 3, to
the measured and calculated ones for the C target, given also in the
same figure as functions of the K − laboratory momentum. The color
code and the notation of the curves are the same as those in Fig. 3.

in experiments that studied in-flight (K − ,N ) reactions on 12 C
and 16 O at 1 GeV/c [16,17]. On the other hand, it has been
argued [52,53] that the (K − ,N ) experiment was not suitable for
extracting information on the depth of the K − -nucleus optical
potential, although it could provide valuable information about
two- and three-nucleon-absorption mechanisms.
Finally, in Fig. 5 we show the ratios of the measured and
calculated double-differential cross sections for nonresonant
K + K − production off Cu, Ag, and Au targets to the same for
a C target, as functions of the K − laboratory momentum. It is
worth mentioning that cross-section ratios can be determined
with less ambiguity than cross sections themselves, since the
normalization and detector-dependent uncertainties, as well as
theoretical uncertainties associated with the particle production and absorption mechanisms, largely cancel out. On the
other hand, apart from the sensitivity to the particle absorption
in nuclear medium, which is determined by the imaginary
part of particle nuclear potential, such ratios also reveal some
sensitivity to the real part of this potential at low momenta (cf.
Fig. 5). The comparison of the strengths and shapes of the data
and calculations provides evidence for a moderately attractive
antikaon optical potential for all the K − momenta studied.
This is in line with our findings based on the analysis of the
integrated cross sections. However, due to the large errors in
the ratios shown in Fig. 5, these data do not allow one to get
definitive information about the value of this potential.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We measured the differential cross sections for nonresonant
K + K − pair production on carbon, copper, silver, and gold targets by 2.83 GeV protons with the ANKE magnetic spectrometer over the antikaon momentum range of 0.2–0.9 GeV/c.
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In order to determine the K − nuclear optical potential we have
used a sample of data that is essentially free from contributions
from the strong φ meson resonance. Information on the depth
of the antikaon nuclear potential was obtained by comparing
the measured cross sections of the nonresonant K + K − pair
production with calculations in the framework of a collision
model that takes the ANKE acceptance of Eq. (1) into account.
It is based on the nuclear spectral function for incoherent
primary proton-nucleon and secondary pion-nucleon creation
processes. Within the model used, the real part of the attractive
K − nuclear optical potential was found to be about −60 MeV
at normal nuclear density and mean K − momentum of
0.5 GeV/c. Although the error bars are significant, it does
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